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We consider a new algorithm yielding the values M(%, ,)=lim inf|q|   |q|&q%&,&.
Specifically, we compute M(%, 1a), M(%, 12a), M(%, 1- a2+4), and M(%, 12) when
%=(- a2+4&a)2=[0, a, a, . . .].  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we compute the inhomogeneous approximation constant
M(%, ,)=lim inf
|q|  
|q| &q%&,&
for the pair of irrationals % and ,, subject to q%&, not being integral for
any integer q. In order to deal with this function it is convenient to introduce
the functions
M+(%, ,)=lim inf
q  +
q &q%&,&
and
M&(%, ,)=lim inf
q  +
q &q%+,&=lim inf
q  &
|q| &q%&,&.
Then M(%, ,)=min(M+(%, ,), M&(%, ,)). This notation is introduced by
Cusick et al. [4]. M+(%, ,) has been treated by several authors, for example
Cassels [3], Descombes [5], and So s [10], by using algorithms for
inhomogeneous diophantine approximation in which , is expressed in
terms of the continued fraction expansion of %.
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There does not seem to have been any significant progress on this
problem since [10]. However, recently Cusick et al. have suggested a new
and simpler method. They use and cite the previous work of Cassels,
Descombes, and So s, but the links between the expansion they actually use
and the cited results are not at all clear. In this paper we use a different
algorithm for the inhomogeneous continued fraction expansion to obtain
the values M(%, ,). In particular we consider the general case (a+- a2+4)2
=[a, a, . . .], which includes the example a=1 of [4].
2. INHOMOGENEOUS CONTINUED FRACTION EXPANSIONS
We first exhibit several alternative ways to express , in terms of the
continued fraction expansion of %. As usual, %=[a0 , a1 , a2 , . . .] denotes the
continued fraction expansion of %, where
%=a0+%0 , a0=w%x ,
1%n&1=an+%n , an=w1%n&1 x (n=1, 2, . . .).
The kth convergent pk qk=[a0 , a1 , ..., ak] of % is then given by the
recurrence relations
pk=ak pk&1+ pk&2 (k=0, 1, . . .), p&2=0, p&1=1,
qk=ak qk&1+qk&2 (k=0, 1, . . .), q&2=1, q&1=0.
Let , be real, with 0<,<1 without loss of generality. We also set Dk=
qk %& pk . Then (&1)k Dk>0, qk&1 Dk&qkDk&1=(&1)k, and Dk+1=
ak+1Dk+Dk&1.
We assume that n%&, is never integral for any integer n. The first two
algorithms for representing , in terms of Dk are well-known. As usual, [ ]
denotes the fractional part.
v Algorithm 1 (So s [10]).
(1-1) If [(r&1) %]<,<[r%] for an integer r with 2ra1+1, set
c1=r.
(1-2) Otherwise, namely, if [(a1+1) %]<,<[%], set c1=a1+1
and c2=0. Then next determine c3 .
(2-1) Other than in case (1-2), if [(c1q0+(r&1) q1) %]>,>
[(c1q0+rq1) %] for an integer with 1ra2 , set c2=r.
(2-2) Again other than in case (1-2), if [(c1q0+a2 q1) %]>,>
[((c1&1) q0) %], set c2=a2 and c3=0; and next determine c4 .
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(k-1) Suppose k is odd. If
[(c1q0+c2 q1+ } } } +(r&1) qk&1) %]
<,<[(c1q0+c2q1+ } } } +rqk&1) %]
for an integer r with 1ra3 ; set ck=r. Next, determine ck+1.
(k-2) If
[(c1q0+c2q1+ } } } +akqk&1) %]<,
<[(c1 q0+c2q1+ } } } +(ck&1&1) qk&2) %],
set ck=ak and ck+1=0. Then determine ck+2.
Finally, if k is even the inequalities above are reversed, becoming
} } } >,> } } } .
Then, , is represented by
,= :

k=0
ck+1Dk ,
where the ck are integers with 2c1a1+1 and 0ckak (k2).
Examples. Let %=(- 5&1)2=[0, 1, 1, ...] and ,=12 (or ,=1- 5).
(We use these % and , in the examples of every algorithm below.)
1
2
+1=2D0+D2+ :

k=1
(D3k+1+D3k+2).
1
- 5
+1=2D0+ :

k=1
(D4k&2+D4k&1+D4k).
Remark. As shown in [4], there are alternative patterns to express the
ck , though each ck is decided uniquely in the above method. For example,
if we allow c1=1, the decision c1=a1+1 and c2=k is the same as c1=1
and c2=k+1 (k=0, 1, ..., a2&1) because (a1+1) q0+kq1=q0+(k+1) q1 .
In fact, this algorithm may produce the expression for ,+1 instead of ,,
as above when c1=a1+1. With this alteration we have 12=D0+k=0
(D3k+1+D3k+2) and 1- 5=D0+D1+k=1 (D4k&2+D4k&1+D4k).
v Algorithm 2 (Descombes [5], cf. Cassels [3]). Let \n=xn %&
,& yn , where the sequence [(xn , yn)] is characterized by the following:
Put rn+1=w1%n&\nDn x (n0). Set x0=1 and y0=w%&,x. Go to step
(A0) below.
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(An) (1) If rn+1 {an+1, put
xn+1=xn+rn+1qn+qn&1 and yn+1= yn+rn+1 pn+ pn&1,
then go to (An+1).
(2) If rn+1=an+1 , put
xn+1=xn+qn+1 and yn+1= yn+ pn+1,
then go to (Bn+1).
(Bn) Put xn+1=xn&qn and yn+1= yn& pn , then go to (An+1).
Then , is represented by
,= lim
n  
(xn %& yn).
Indeed,
(xn+1%& yn+1)&(xn%& yn)
=\n+1&\n
rn+1Dn+Dn&1, if (An)(1);
={Dn+1 , if (An)(2);&Dn , if (Bn).
Examples (cf. [4, Lemma 3]). When %=(- 5&1)2 and ,=12, we
have
x0=1, x1=2, x3n= :
n
k=0
q3k , x3n\1= :
n&1
k=0
q3k (n1),
y0=0, y1=1, y3n= :
n
k=0
p3k , y3n\1= :
n&1
k=0
p3k (n1).
Therefore,
1
2
= lim
n   \ :
n
k=0
q3k%& :
n
k=0
p3k+= :

k=0
D3k .
When %=(- 5&1)2 and ,=1- 5, we have x0=x2=1, x1=x3=2,
y0= y2=0, y1= y3=1, and for n1,
x4n=x4n+2=q0+ :
n&1
k=0
q4k+3 , x4n+1=x4n+3=q0+ :
n&1
k=0
q4k+3+q4n+1 ,
y4n= y4n+2= p0+ :
n&1
k=0
p4k+3, y4n+1= y4n+3= p0+ :
n&1
k=0
p4k+3+ p4n+1.
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Therefore,
1
- 5
= lim
n   \\q0+ :
n
k=0
q4k+3+ %&\p0+ :
n
k=0
p4k+3++=D0+ :

k=0
D4k+3.
The following two algorithms were originally used to display arithmetical
properties of the Mahler function k=1 1mk%+, x
kym.
v Algorithm 3 (Nishioka et al. [9], cf. Ito [6]). Expand , in terms
of the sequence [%0 , %1 , . . .] by setting
,=b0&,0 , b0=W,X ,
,n&1%n&1=bn&,n , bn=W,n&1 %n&1 X (n=1, 2, . . .).
Then , is represented by
,=b0&b1 %0+b2%0%1& } } } +(&1)k bk %0%1 } } } %k&1
&(&1)k %0 %1 } } } %k&1,k
=b0& :

k=0
(&1)k bk+1%0 %1 } } } %k=b0& :

k=0
bk+1Dk .
Examples.
1
2
=1&\D0+D1+2D2+ :

k=1
(2D3k+D3k+1+D3k+2)+ ,
1
- 5
=1&\D0+D1+2D2+ :

k=1
(2D4k&1+2D4k+D4k+1+D4k+2)+ .
v Algorithm 4 (Borwein and Borwein [1]). The algorithm is given
by
#0=,, #n&1 %n&1=dn+#n , dn=w#n&1 %n&1 x (n1).
Then
,=#0=d1 %0+d2%0%1+ } } } +dk+1%0%1 } } } %k+#k+1 %0 %1 } } } %k
= :

k=0
dk+1 %0 %1 } } } %k= :

k=0
(&1)k dk+1Dk .
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Examples.
1
2
= :

k=1
(&D6k&5+D6k&2),
1
- 5
=& :

k=1
D4k&3 .
The final algorithm which is the one we mainly use in this paper, is related
to the smallest value of &q%&,& for 0q<qn .
v Algorithm 5. For each positive integer n, define an integer !n by
&!n%&,&= min
0q<qn
&q%&,&.
From [8, Theorem 2] (cf. [2, Theorem 7.1]) !n is given by
!n={(&1)
n qn&1(w&qn,x+t)
qn = qn ,
where t=&1, 0, or 1 when n is odd; t=0, 1, or 2 when n is even. Since
, satisfies limn   &!n%&,&=0, , is represented by
,= lim
n  
[!n%].
Examples (cf. [4, Lemma 3]). Because
!3n&2=!3n&1=!3n= :
n&1
k=0
q3k (n1)
for ,=12 and
!4n=!4n+1=!4n+2=!4n+3=q0+ :
n&1
k=0
q4k+3 (n1)
for ,=1- 5, we have
1
2
= :

k=0
D3k and
1
- 5
=D0+ :

k=0
D4k+3.
3. THE VALUE M+(%, ,)
How to calculate M+(%, ,) by using the first two algorithms is already
well known.
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v Algorithm 1.
M+(%, ,)=lim inf
n  +
min(Qn &Qn %&,&, Q$n &Q$n %&,&),
where Qn=n&1k=0 ck+1qk , and Q$n=Qn&qn&1 if cn+1 {0; Q$n=Qn&qn if
cn+1=0.
v Algorithm 2 [3, Proposition 7.]
M+(%, ,)=lim inf
n  +
min(xn |\n |, x$n |\$n | ),
where x$n=xn+qn&1, y$n=yn+ pn&1 , and \$n=x$n%&,& y$n .
But these two algorithms are themselves not simple enough to readily
yield the actual value of M+(%, ,). Algorithms 3 and 4 have not been used
for the present purpose but it is not difficult to guess how they might be.
We will use Algorithm 5.
From here on we shall consider just the case %=(- a2+4&a)2=
[0, a, a, . . .]; its nth convergent is
pn
qn
=[0, a, ..., a
n
]
where
pn+1=apn+ pn&1, p&1=1, p0=0;
qn+1=aqn+qn&1, q&1=0, q0=1.
For convenience set :=1% and denote by ; its conjugate, namely, ;=&%.
Then
qn= pn+1=
:n+1&;n+1
:&;
=
:n+1&;n+1
- a2+4
t
:n+1
- a2+4
.
Note that :+;=a, :&;=- a2+4, and :;=&1. From Dn+1Dn=&%
we have Dn=(&1)n %n+1 (n=0, 1, 2, . . .).
4. ALGORITHM 5
We obtain some values of M+(%, ,) by using Algorithm 5.
Theorem 1.
M+(%, ,)=lim inf
n  +
!n &!n%&,&.
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Proof. It suffices to show that
min(!n&1 &!n&1%&,&, !n &!n%&,&)q &q%&,&
for any integer q with qn&1q<qn . If !n&1=!n , the result follows from
&!n&1%&,&=&!n%&,&&q%&,& and !n&1=!n<q. If !nq, then
!n &!n%&,&q &q%&,&. So, suppose q satisfies qn&1q<!n {!n&1.
Let the integers }n and \n denote the q with 0q<qn which respectively
minimizes and maximizes [q%&,]. Take n odd. As one can see in the
proof of Theorem 1 of [8], for some integer q we have
pn q+w&qn ,x&1
qn
<q%&,<
pnq+w&qn,x+1
qn
.
If we suppose that q%&,<( pnq+w&qn ,x)qn , then
0<q \pnqn&%+&
[&qn,]
qn
<
1
qn+1+qn %
.
Thus,
&}n%&,&=[}n %&,]=
1
qn
&}n \pnqn&%++
[&qn,]
qn
>
1
qn
&
1
qn+1+qn%
,
&\n%&,&=1&[\n %&,]
=\n \pnqn&%+&
[&qn,]
qn
<
1
qn+1+qn%
.
When a2, clearly qn+1+qn %>2qn . When a=1, from
qn+1
qn

q3
q2
=
3
2
>
5&- 5
2
=2&% (n1)
we again have qn+1+qn %>2qn . Therefore,
&!n%&,&=&\n %&,&<
1
qn+1+qn %
<
1
qn+qn&1 %
=&qn&1%& pn&1&.
If q%&,>( pn q+w&qn ,x)qn , then
0<
[&qn,]
qn
&q \pnqn&%+<
1
qn
&
qn&1
qn(qn+1+qn%)
.
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Thus,
&}n%&,&=
[&qn,]
qn
&}n \pnqn&%+<
1
qn
&
qn&1
qn(qn+1+qn%)
,
&\n%&,&=
1
qn
&
[&qn,]
qn
+\n \pnqn&%+>
qn&1
qn(qn+1+qn%)
.
Therefore,
&qn&1%& pn&1 &&&!n%&,&>
1
qn+qn&1 %
+
qn&1
qn(qn+1+qn%)
&
1
qn
=0.
We may set q=!n&kqn&1+lqn , where 0<kqn&1&lqn!n&qn&1 with
kl0. When k=1 and l=0,
q &q%&,&=q(&!n%&,&+&qn&1%& pn&1&)
=!n &!n %&,&+q &qn&1%& pn&1 &&qn&1 &!n%&,&
!n &!n %&,&.
The other cases are proved similarly.
First, we obtain the value M+(%, 1a) by using Theorem 1, which is a
different way from that mentioned in [4]. This does lengthen the proof,
but the link with the algorithm is clearer.
Theorem 2.
M+ \%, 1a+=
1
a2 - a2+4
.
Lemma 1.
:2n&;2n
:2&;2
# Z and
:2n&1&;2n&1
:&;
#1 (mod a).
Proof. These claims are easy to check.
Lemma 2. When a2, !2n&1=!2n=q2n&1a (n1).
Proof. From Lemma 1 we have
\&q2n&1a =&
:2n&;2n
:2&;2
=&
q2n&1
a
.
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Since for an integer q
p2n&1 q+w&q2n&1 ax&1
q2n&1
<q%&
1
a
<
p2n&1 q+w&q2n&1 ax
q2n&1
<
p2n&1q+w&q2n&1 ax+1
q2n&1
,
as shown in [8, Theorem 1 and Corollary] we have
\2n&1
q2n&2
={&q2n&1 w&q2n&1axq2n&1 =={
q2n&2
a =={
1
a
:2n&1&;2n&1
:&; ==
1
a
and
}2n&1
q2n&1
={&q2n&2(w&q2n&1ax&1)q2n&1 =
={q2n&2a +
q2n&2
q2n&1=={
1
a
+
q2n&1
q2n&1==
1
a
+
q2n&2
q2n&1
.
Since
(\2n&1+}2n&1) \p2n&1q2n&1&%+<\
2
a
+
q2n&2
q2n&1+
1
q2n
<
1
q2n&1
,
we obtain
{}2n&1%&1a==}2n&1%&
1
a
&
}2n&1 p2n&1+w&q2n&1ax&1
q2n&1
>
\2n&1p2n&1+w&q2n&1ax
q2n&1
&\\2n&1 %&1a+
=1&{\2n&1%&1a=>0.
Therefore, !2n&1=\2n&1=q2n&1 a.
Similarly, from Lemma 1 we have
\&q2na =\&
1
a
:2n+1&;2n+1
:&; =&
q2n
a
&\1&1a+ .
Since, for 0q<q2n ,
q \%&p2nq2n+=
q
q2n
1
:q2n+q2n&1
<
q
q2n
1
aq2n+q2n&1
<
1
aq2n
,
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we have
p2n q+w&q2n ax
q2n
<q%&
1
a
<
p2nq+w&q2nax+1
q2n
<
p2nq+w&q2nax+2
q2n
.
Thus,
\2n
q2n
={q2n&1(w&q2nax+1)q2n =
={q2n&1q2n \&
q2n
a
+
1
a+=={&
q2n
a
+
q2n&1
aq2n =={
q2n&1
aq2n ==
q2n&1
aq2n
and
}2n
q2n
={q2n&1 w&q2n axq2n =
={q2n&1q2n \&
q2n
a
&1+
1
a+=
={q2n&1aq2n &
q2n&1
q2n =
=1&\1&1a+
q2n&1
q2n
.
Since, for a2,
(}2n+\2n) \%&p2nq2n+>0
2 w&q2nax+1
q2n
+
2
a
,
we obtain
{}2n%&1a==}2n%&
1
a
&
}2np2n+w&q2nax
q2n
>
\2np2n+w&q2n ax+1
q2n
&\\2n%&1a+
=1&{\2n%&1a=>0.
Therefore, !2n=\2n=q2n&1 a.
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Proof of Theorem 2. It is known that in the case a=1
M+(%, 1)=lim inf
q  
q &q%&=
1
- 5
.
Let a2. From Lemma 2
!2n=
q2n&1
a
= :
n&1
k=0
q2k=!2n&1 .
Indeed,
:

k=0
D2k= :

k=0
%2k+1=
%
1&%2
=
1
a
.
Since
"!2n%&1a"=" :
n&1
k=0
D2k&
1
a"="
%(1&%2n)
1&%2
&
1
a"=
%2n
a
,
we finally obtain
M+ \%, 1a+= limn   !2n "!2n%&
1
a"= limn  
:2n&;2n
a - a2+4
}
%2n
a
=
1
a2 - a2+4
.
Theorem 3.
M \%, 1a+=
1
a2 - a2+4
.
Proof. This result is trivial when a=1 or 2. Let a3. We show that
M& \%, 1a+=\1&
1
a+
2 1
- a2+4
,
which yields the claim. By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 2
we have
!2n&1=\2n&1=
a&1
a
q2n&1 and !2n=}2n=q2n&
q2n&1
a
.
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Note that M&(%, ,)=lim infn  + !n &!n %+,& as in the Corollary to
Theorem 1. Using that q2n&1a=n&1k=0 q2k ,
"!2n&1%+1a"="(a&1) :
n&1
k=0
D2k+
1
a"
="(a&1) %(1&%
2n)
1&%2
+
1
a"=\1&
1
a+ %2n
and
"!2n%+1a"="D2n& :
n&1
k=0
D2k+
1
a"
="%2n+1&%(1&%
2n)
1&%2
+
1
a"=%2n+1+
%2n
a
.
Hence, we have
!2n&1 "!2n&1 %+1a"=\1&
1
a+
2 :2n&;2n
- a2+4
%2n
 \1&1a+
2 1
- a2+4
(n  )
and
!2n "!2n%+1a"=
1
- a2+4 \:2n+1&;2n+1&
:2n&;2n
a +\%2n+1+
%2n
a +

1
- a2+4 \1&
%
a
+
:
a
&
1
a2+=\2&
1
a2+
1
- a2+4
(n  ).
Therefore, we obtain
M& \%, 1a+=
1
- a2+4
} min\\1&1a+
2
, 2&
1
a2+=\1&
1
a+
2 1
- a2+4
.
5. KHINCHIN’S RESULTS
The homogeneous approximation constant *(%) is given by
*(%) :=lim inf
q  
q &q%&= lim
n  
*n=
1
- a2+4
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for %=[0, a, a, . . .], where *n=qn &qn%&. Khinchin’s results show the
following concerning the relationship between the homogeneous constant
*(%) and the inhomogeneous constant M(%) :=sup, M(%, ,).
Lemma 3 [7, Theorem]. When a=1 or when a is even
M(%)=
1
4
- 1&4(*(%))2=
a
4- a2+4
.
When a3 is odd,
M(%){
14 - a2+4,
12 - a2+4,
a+1
a+2
a
4 - a2+4
,
if 3n- 2 *n ;
if - 2 *n3n- 8 *n ;
if 3n- 8 *n ,
where 3n=2 &qn ,&.
This raises the question of whether there exists a real , satisfying
M(%, ,)=a4 - a2+4.
The readily guessed case ,=12a does not satisfy this. Actually, for a1
we have
M \%, 12a+=
1
4a2 - a2+4
, M \%, 1- a2+4+=
1
(a2+4) - a2+4
,
and for a=1, 2, 4,
M \%, - a2 +=
a
4 - a2+4
.
When a3 is odd we obtain
M \%, 12+=
1
4 - a2+4
,
because then q2n&1 is odd and q2n even (n1) entails 32n&1=1- 8 *n
and 32n=0- 2 *n .
For a=1, these are Lemma 6, Lemma 7, and Theorem 3 in [4].
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Theorem 4.
(1) M \%, 12a+=M+ \%, 12a+= 14a2 - a2+4 (a1),
(2) M \%, 1- a2+4+=M\ \%,
1
- a2+4+=
1
(a2+4) - a2+4
(a1),
(3) M \%, - a2 +=M\ \%, - a2 += a4 - a2+4 (a=1, 2, 4),
(4) M \%, 12+= 14 - a2+4 (a is odd 3).
Proof. (4) When a3 is odd, [q2n&1 2]=12 and [q2n2]=0. Since
p2n&1q+w&q2n&1 2x
q2n&1
<q%&
1
2
<
p2n&1q+w&q2n&1 2x+1
q2n&1
,
therefore
}2n&1
q2n&1
={&q2n&2 w&q2n&12xq2n&1 =={
q2n&2
2
+
q2n&2
2q2n&1==
q2n&2
2q2n&1
and
\2n&1
q2n&1
={&q2n&2(w&q2n&1 2x+1)q2n&1 =={
q2n&2
2
&
q2n&2
2q2n&1==1&
q2n&2
2q2n&1
.
But (}2n&1+\2n&1)( p2n&1q2n&1&%)>0 implies !2n&1=}2n&1=q2n&2 2.
Therefore,
!2n&1 "!2n&1 %&12"=
:2n&1&;2n&1
2 - a2+4
%2n&1
2

1
4 - a2+4
(n  ).
Since
p2n q+w&q2n 2x
q2n
<q%&
1
2
<
p2nq+w&q2n2x+1
q2n
,
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therefore
}2n
q2n
={&q2n&1 w&q2n 2xq2n =={&
q2n&1
2 ==
1
2
and
\2n
q2n
={&q2n&1(w&q2n2x+1)q2n =={&
q2n&1
2
+
q2n&1
q2n ==
q2n&1
q2n
+
1
2
.
Hence (}2n+\2n)(%& p2n q2n)<1q2n implies !2n=}2n=q2n2.
Similarly, limn   !2n &!2n%&12&=14 - a2+4.
(1) Note that
{q2n&12a ==0 or
1
2a
; {q2n2a ==
1
2a
or
a+1
2a
.
When [q2n2a]=12a and [q2n&12a]=0, we have !2n=\2n=q2n&1 2a,
which yields
!2n&1 "!2n&1%& 12a"=
:2n&;2n
2a - a2+4
%2n
2a

1
4a2 - a2+4
(n  ).
When [q2n&1 2a]=0 and [q2n&2 2a]=12a, we have
!2n&1=\2n&1=q2n&12a,
which also yields limn   !2n&1 &!2n&1%&12a&=14a2 - a2+4. In the
other cases
lim
n  
!n "!n %& 12a"
1
4a2 - a2+4
.
Similarly, we obtain
M& \%, 12a+=\1&
1
2a+
2 1
- a2+4
,
proving (1).
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 (2)
We provide just a sketch of the outline of the proof in the cases (2) and
(3) because the methods are quite similar albeit that the calculations are
more complicated.
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When %=(- a2+4&a)2=[0, a, a, ..., ], the continued fraction expansion
of 1 - a2+4 is given by
,=
1
- a2+4
=_0, a, 12 a, 2a,
1
2
a, 2a,
1
2
a, . . .&=_0, a, 12 a, 2a& .
(One may prefer to write ,=[0, a, (a&1)2, 1, 1, (a&1)2, 2a] instead,
when a is odd. But the following argument holds for both the odd and even
cases.)
Denote the n th convergent of , by p$nq$n . By induction we have for n1
p$2n&1= p2n&1 , p$2n= p2n2;
q$2n&1=q2n&1+q2n&3, q$2n=(q2n+q2n&2)2.
Using q2n q2n&2&q22n&1=1, q4n=q
2
2n+q
2
2n&1 , and q4n&1=q2n&1q2n+
q2n&2q2n&1 , we obtain a series of inequalities
q0 q1&1
q2
<
p$2
q$2
<
q1 q2
q4
<
q2q3&1
q6
<
p$4
q$4
<
q3 q4
q8
< } } }
<
p$2n&2
q$2n&2
<
q2n&3q2n&2
q4n&4
<
q2n&2q2n&1&1
q4n&2
<
p$2n
q$2n
< } } } <
1
- a2+4
< } } } <
q22n
q4n+1
=
p$2n+1
q$2n+1
<
q22n&1+1
q4n&1
<
q22n&2
q4n&3
=
p$2n&1
q$2n&1
< } } }
<
q24
q9
=
p$5
q$5
<
q23+1
q7
<
q22
q5
=
p$3
q$3
<
p3
q3
<
q20
q1
=
p$1
q$1
,
yielding for n1
\ q4n- a2+4=q2n&1q2n= :
2n
k=1
(&1)k q2k&1 ,
\ q4n&2- a2+4=q2n&2q2n&1&1= :
2n&1
k=1
(&1)k&1 q2k&1&1,
 q4n&1- a2+4|=q22n&1+1= :
2n&1
k=1
(&1)k&1 q2k ,
 q4n&3- a2+4|=q22n&2= :
2n&1
k=1
(&1)k&1 q2k&2.
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By comparing [}4n&3%&,] and 1&[\4n&3%&,],
!4n&3={&q4n&4 w&q4n&3 - a
2+4x
q4n&3 = q4n&3
={q4n&4q
2
2n&2
q4n&3 = q4n&3=q22n&2.
Similarly, we have
!4n&1={&q4n&2w&q4n&1 - a
2+4x
q4n&1 = q4n&1
={q4n&2(q
2
2n&1+1)
q4n&1 = q4n&1=q22n&2 (a=1),
!4n&1={&q4n&2(w&q4n&1 - a
2+4x+1)
q4n&1 = q4n&1
={q
2
2n&2&q4n&2
q4n&1 = q4n&1=q22n&2+q4n&1&q4n&2 (a2),
!4n={q4n&1(w&q4n - a
2+4x+1)
q4n = q4n={
&q4n&1q2n&1q2n
q4n = q4n=q22n ,
!4n&2={q4n&3 w&q4n&2 - a
2+4x
q4n&2 = q4n&2
={&q4n&3q2n&2q2n&1q4n&2 = q4n&2=q22n&2.
It follows that
q22n&2 "q22n&2%& 1- a2+4"
=\:
2n&1&;2n&1
- a2+4 +
2
" :
2n&1
k=1
(&1)k&1D2k&2&
1
- a2+4"
=
:4n&2+;4n&2+2
a2+4 "%
1&(&%2)2n&1
1&(&%2)
&
1
- a2+4"
=
:4n&2+;4n&2+2
a2+4
%4n&2
- a2+4

1
(a2+4) - a2+4
(n  ).
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Similarly,
q22n "q22n %& 1- a2+4"=
:4n+2+;4n+2+2
a2+4
%4n+2
- a2+4

1
(a2+4) - a2+4
(n  )
and
(q22n+q4n&1&q4n&2) "(q22n+q4n&1&q4n&2) %& 1- a2+4"
=\:
4n&2+;4n&2+2
a2+4
+
:4n&;4n&:4n&1+;4n&1
- a2+4 +
_\%4n+%4n&1& %
4n&2
- a2+4+
a2+3
(a2+4) - a2+3
(n  ).
In like manner we get M&(%, ,)=1(a2+4) - a2+4, which yields the
result.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 4 (3)
The claim is trivial for a=1 or a=4.
Denote the n th convergent of ,=1- 2=[0, 1, 2, 2, . . .] by p"nq"n . Then
by induction p"n= pn=qn&1 and q"n=qn& pn=qn&qn&1. A series of
inequalities
q21&q
2
0
q2
<
p"2
q"2
<
q22&q
2
1&1
q4
<
q23&q
2
2
q6
<
p"4
q"4
<
q24&q
2
3&1
q8
< } } }
<
p"2n
q"2n
<
q22n&q
2
2n&1&1
q4n
<
q22n+1&q
2
2n
q4n+2
<
p"2n+2
q"2n+2
< } } } <
1
- 2
< } } } <
2q22n
q4n+1
=
p"2n+1
q"2n+1
<
(q2n&q2n&1)2
q4n&1
<
2q22n&2
q4n&3
=
p"2n&1
q"2n&1
< } } }
<
2q24
q9
=
p"5
q"5
<
(q4&q2)2
q7
<
2q22
q5
=
p"3
q"3
<
(q2&q1)2
q3
<
2q20
q1
=
p"1
q"1
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shows that for n1
\ q4n- 2=q22n&q22n&1&1=q4n+2 :
2n&1
k=0
(&1)k q2k&1,
\q4n&2- 2 =q22n&1&q22n&2=q4n&2+2 :
2n&2
k=0
(&1)k&1 q2k ,
q4n&3- 2 |=2q22n&2=2 :
2n&2
k=0
(&1)k q2k ,
q4n&1- 2 |=(q2n&q2n&1)2=q4n&2 :
2n
k=1
(&1)k q2k&1 .
By comparing [}4n&3 %&1- 2] and 1&[\4n&3%&1- 2] we have
!4n&3=}4n&3={&q4n&4 w&q4n&3 - 2xq4n&3 = q4n&3
={q4n&4 } 2q
2
2n&2
q4n&3 = q4n&3=2q22n&2.
Hence,
!4n&3 "!4n&3 %& 1- 2"=2 \
:2n&1&;2n&1
- 22+4 +
2
"2% 1&(&%
2)2n&1
1&(&%2)
&
1
- 2"
=
:4n&2+;4n&2+2
4
%4n&2
- 2

1
4 - 2
(n  ).
Similarly, we can obtain
!4n&1=(q2n&q2n&1)2, !4n=q22n&q
2
2n&1 ,
and !4n&2=q22n&1&q
2
2n&2+1,
yielding
"!4n&1%& 1- 2"="!4n%&
1
- 2"="!4n&2%&
1
- 2"
1
4 - 2
(n  ).
In like manner we get M&(%, 1- 2)=14 - 2, which yields the claim.
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8. OPEN PROBLEMS RELATED TO KHINCHIN’S RESULTS
What is the value of , satisfying M(%, ,)=a4 - a2+4 for even a6, if
there is any? Is there a real , satisfying M(%, ,)>14 - a2+4 for odd
a3? It is easy to guess that there are , so that M(%, ,)=,24 - a2+4.
What is the condition on , to make this so?
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